The MIT rugby team traveled to Worcester Saturday to play Holy Cross, one of the best teams in the East according to the Schaefer Beer company, and who should know rugby teams better than the company's representatives. Anyway, the results did not constitute a disgrace as Holy Cross captured the hard-earned 3-0 win Tech's B team lost to Holy Cross 8-1-1.

Earlier that week the already

STICKEN SPLIT; RECORD NOW 4-4

The varsity lacrosse team evened up its record at 4-4 last Saturday by downing Bowdoin 10-4, only to fall at the hands of the University of New Hampshire 12-5, on Wednesday afternoon.

Despite the fact that Bowdoin took ten more shots, our shooters were far more accurate. More than three times as many shots came from the outside and not on goal. While this tactic made it possible to keep the ball is the MIT end, it failed when our sticksmen put their hands on the ball, as they were successfully clearing the ball on our defensive face-off most of the day.

Because Bowdoin had out-shot 10-7, we would have expected our three goals on five shots. Tony Reich added another to the game, and with the score 9-0, Vlak held the opposition scoreless. Cochi again led our scorers 'with a goal and an assist, and Stu Frost with a goal-apiece, and one assist, and John Vliet with two assists. Other scorers included Steve Smith '70 staged come-back in the second doubles Wednesday afternoon on the Durham Links, but were not playing as a team. One bright spot was the

LCA defects PBE for third squash title in row

By Joe Fricker

For the second year in a row, Lambda Chi Alpha turned back a bid by Phi Beta Epsilon and will defend their third straight title. It was LCA's third consecutive title.

On April 15th and 16th, in a battle between the only remaining unbeaten teams in the tournament, PBE edged LCA 2-1 to clinch a spot in the finals. The defeat forced LCA into the losers bracket final where they turned back SAE, 2-1, to clinch the final berth.

LCA then had to beat PBE twice, and on Tuesday, they completed the first step towards that goal as Mike Oliver G stopped Greg Wehner G, 6-4, 6-0, 6-0. After a convincing victory, Tech scored. Don Rogal '72 led the picks at number 3, while striking out eight. Tech's Andy Smith '72 with 76 was lost for the rest of the season due to a recurrence of his knee injury. This made a total of four of the first fifteen who were out with injuries for the second half of our New England Cross game. The season's game was quickly concluded by the cancellation of a highly anticipated 3-0 victory over BU on Wednesday.

Tough Crimson squad dumbs lunksters 6-1

By John Light

The shuffling MIT golf team lost their 5th match in seven tries Tuesday, as Harvard topped the lunksters 6-1.

The only winner for the team was co-captain Ken Smoltek. Placing in the second position, Smoltek took the lead in the match with a par 4 on the second hole at Crosson CC. After some see-saw play, he tied his one shot lead after the 6th. The JV golfers split two matches during the week. On Monday, they defeated St. Sebastian's 1-6, on Tuesday they lost to Harvard by an identical score. On Tuesday, Roger and Ken Keeth '70 had 60.

The singles competition ended for the win. A, but he won 3 of the next four holes to pull even at the 17th. Armstrong's nine iron second at 18 left him 6 feet from the hole, his opponent was off the edge of the green 45 feet away. But the Harvard putt stopped at the lip, then dropped, while Armstrong's 76 only completed a highly contested final.

BU leads rifle qualifiers

With the memory of recent setbacks to the Black and Gold and volleyball to spur them on, PBE has assumed the field in the qualifying round. Defending champion Senior House was a close second in the qualifying.

The finals ran Tuesday through Thursday. Senior House, with 123 points, was 24 points clear of PBE and several other teams still waiting to shoot.

Racquetmen drop thriller

By Pochonatas

The mighty men from MIT lost in quick order to Dartmouth Wednesday afternoon on the DuPont courts before thousands of screaming, sweating MIT fans.

The tense match went to the wire as the second doubles match extended into the third. The final score was still in doubt, but eventually a great sight of despair arose from the stands as the Tech twosomes wearily watched the ball land up for the last time by the houndsman at court number 2.

The singles competition ended in a 3-3 deadlock. Old reliable Bob McKinley '70 was defeated by a last minute substitute, Dyer (6-1, 6-3), but captain Manny Weiss '70 came through with a 6-1, 6-3 win over William's Baron '70, creditably enough, played his quickest match of the season to date.

McKinley-Weiss, one of New England's top doubles teams, systematically trounced Dyer-McKeman (6-3, 6-1), but in third singles, Greg-Wehner '72 were defeated 6-0, 6-0 by their illustrious opponents. The culminating blow came in second doubles; the 1-6, 6-0, 6-1 defeat by Smith-Cravath were stormed by the Dartmouth players in the second and third sets and the team crumbled (3-6, 7-5, 7-5) in the decisive battle. Needless to say, the game was a breathtaking spectacle. Luckily, no heart attacks were incurred as the boys' fatigue was the same. In any case, the racquetmen will now try to cement Trinity this Saturday.